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Company: Codekeeper

Location: Indonesia

Category: other-general

UI/UX Designer Are you a talented designer with a passion for product management? If

you thrive in a fast-paced, ever-changing environment where you can make a real

impact, we have the perfect job for you! Codekeeper is accepting applications for the next two

months and will fill the position as soon as we've found the perfect match. Role Description: As

a designer, your primary focus will be transforming customer needs into user journeys and

creating visually appealing and intuitive interfaces. Your design skills will play a vital role in

turning ideas into tangible products that our development team will bring to life. Key

Responsibilities: Translate customer needs into user journeys and design beautiful and

intuitive interfaces. Collaborate with the Product Manager and/or Creative Director to

conduct research, design, and prototype new user experiences. Develop user cases, scenarios,

wireframes, prototypes, and mockups for screens and flows. Create visual assets and

document design guidelines for implementation. Present and effectively communicate

designs and deliverables to peers and executives. More about Codekeeper: Codekeeper

was founded by tech industry professionals to revolutionize software escrow for the cloud

era. We offer state-of-the-art software escrow solutions that mitigate third-party risks in

business operations. As a remote-first company with a central office in The Hague, we

prioritize a healthy, resilient organization to support the development of our robust app.

For more information, visit our website: https://codekeeper.co/ What We Offer: Passionate

and fun-loving colleagues Startup mindset with ample opportunities for growth Regular team

activities and gatherings Comprehensive onboarding process with a dedicated ramp-up

period A supportive team that values open communication and direct feedback A chance to
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excel in your career and make a difference What we are looking for:  Proficient copywriting

skills in English. Strong understanding of color theory and typography. Ability to thrive in a fast-

paced, deadline-driven environment. Dedication, enthusiasm, and a sense of humor. Access

to a Mac with Figma (or preference for this design tool). Additional Requirements: Analysis of

user journeys. Working with design systems and symbol libraries. Additional Info: Job

Location: Remote (#LI-Remote) Join us to shape the future of software escrow!  How to

Apply Please send an application that speaks directly to how you would like to fill this position.

There are no right answers or expectations. Show us your role in our company’s future and

our role in yours. Address some of the work we do. Introduce yourself as a colleague. Feel

free to respond in either Dutch or English. Powered by JazzHR
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